GINS FROM THE BRONZE
COLLECTION
Gin Lane 1751 ' Old Tom'

Old Tom gin is lighter and less intense than a London Dry and
was very common in the Victorian times. A sweeter style gin,
we’ve increased the star anise botanical and added a
touch of refined sugar to create a full-bodied, perfectly
balanced gin. Traditionally, Old Tom gin should never be
barrel aged nor have any color to the liquid.Style: A smooth,
full-flavored gin with a softer and slightly sweet profile. Taste:
Silky and smooth with a sweet, yet dry taste profile. Made
with 100% refined sugarcane.

Xoriguer 'Mahon'

Appearance: Crystal clear with a distinctive body
differentiated by the essential oils of juniper berries.
Fragrance: Aromatic with tones of juniper, green wood and
herbs. Flavour: An herbaceous palate, generous in juniper
and smooth citric undertones round out its character. After
taste: Long and light with soft memory of black pepper.

Brokers London

Brokers Gin distilled at the higher 47% ABV. The raw
ingredients in this gin are triple-distilled, the pure grain spirit is
made from English wheat, and ten natural botanicals (herbs,
spices and fruit) sourced from around the world. The
botanicals are steeped for 24 hours in the pure grain spirit,
which is then distilled for a fourth time. Broker's Gin is made in
a 200 year old Gin Distillery outside London, using traditional
copper pot-stills.

Gordons Sloe

We take the finest wild sloe berries and steep them gently,
before adding Gordon's gin. The result is a wonderful
tipple that marries the dryness of Gordon's with cassis
sweetness perfect in cocktails, as an alternative G&T or
simply on its own. A classic blend, this takes the dryness of
Gordon's with cassis sweetness in a clear bottle that shows
off the rich, dark berry colour and great taste.

IOW Mermaid

Mermaid Gin is a hand-made, small-batch gin using 10
botanicals that are meticulously sourced for quality and
carefully blended to create a smooth, fresh and
complex flavour profile. Locally foraged rock samphire
and elderflower, fresh citrus zest from Sicilian lemons
and Grains of Paradise are complemented by
Boadicea hops grown in the local botanical gardens
at Ventnor. Best served as a double measure with a
few juniper berries and a slice of fresh lime.

Edinburgh Gin

Since 2010, Edinburgh Gin has been committed to the
art and science of distilling, and of creating innovative,
award-winning gins. Based in Scotland’s capital city,
we are ever-inspired by its gin-making heritage, and of
its position as a global light; a home to scientists, artists,
philosophers and inventors.

Plymouth Gin

Plymouth Gin original has been distilled using the same
blend of seven exotic botanicals, soft Dartmoor water
and pure grain alcohol since 1793. Ideally serve with
tonic over ice and garnished with lemon or lime.
Alternatively you could savour the smooth taste in a
wide range of classic cocktails.

Portobello Road

This gin was released by the award-wining Notting Hill
bar, Portobello Star, home of the Ginsitute. This is a
place where one can learn an awful lot about gin, so
you would expect Portobello Road No. 171 to be rather
good, and indeed it is. It's an old-style London Dry Gin,
containing traditional botanicals and spices, that harks
back to the gins of yesteryear.

Dancing Cows Lymington

A gin from Lymington, made with juniper, coriander,
angelica (root and seeds), orris root, bitter orange peel,
cardamom, fresh lemon zest and almond. The finished
gin is then infused with East Kent Golding hops! Great in
a G&T with a lime garnish and pink peppercorns.

Greenalls

Greenall’s has been enjoyed for over 250 years by gin
lovers, connoisseurs and those who simply want a great
tasting drink. Hand crafted by BRITAIN’S OLDEST
DISTILLERS Greenall’s gin recipe, created by Thomas
Dakin in 1761, remains unchanged from the original and
has only ever been known by seven master distillers.

Whitley Neill

Whitley Neill Gin is slightly softer and much smoother than
traditional Gins, with rich notes of juniper and citrus, pot
puri and exotic spices. The finish is a long one, with a
subtle fade of herbs, cocoa and candied lemon peels,
while the nose is both citrus-sweet and peppery, with a
distinctive floral aroma.

Bulldog

Grain neutral spirit (at 96% ABV) is infused with the
all-natural flavours and aromas of BULLDOG Gin’s
12 distinctive botanicals inside a copper pot still. Upon
meeting discerning aromatic and flavour standards, only
then can it be bottled and labeled as BULLDOG London
Dry Gin.

Gordons

Almost 250 years ago, Alexander Gordon started his
distillery in London and set about creating the recipe
for a brilliant tasting gin. Gordon's high quality and
distinctive juniper flavour has come to define the taste
of the classic G&T.

Gordons Pink

Launched in 2017, Gordon's Gin Pink is perfect for summer
quaffs. Juniper takes a slight step back to make way for
refreshing notes of strawberry, raspberry and redcurrant.
The recipe was inspired by a Gordon's recipe from all the
way back in the 1880s!

Opihr

Opihr Oriental Spiced Gin has bursts of Citrus balanced
with the rich, earthy aromas and a soft spice. Opihr
epitomises the exotic intensity of the Orient, awakening
the senses to a new style of gin.

Brecon Botanicals

Brecon Botanicals Gin is a tasty Welsh gin made at the
Penderyn distillery. It is based on pure grain spirit and a
special selection of botanicals. The illustrations were
specially engraved and re-produced for this special
edition. Very interesting stuff.

Cremonne

This is a very interesting London Dry Gin which is made
to a recipe discovered by a Lieutenant Colonel Fox in
1859. The Colonel was a celebrated war hero, and
today his name lives on in the form of this fabulous gin,
flavoured with juniper, coriander, angelica, cassia,
liquorice and bitter orange peel

Gin Lane 'London dry'

The Classic. A full-bodied London Dry gin with a
predominance of juniper, star anise and refreshing
citrus. Bold, yet smooth, this is a "gin for gin lovers.”
A classic, full-bodied London dry gin with a delicate
balance of juniper and citrus notes. Well-balanced,
bold and refreshing. Juniper release is complemented
with a clean, dry and crisp citrus finish

Foxdenton Sloe

Stronger, paler & drier than your average sloe gin,
our classic hip flask-filler is full of juniper on the nose
giving way to plum sweetness before a long, crisp finish.
All this needs is a hipflask and the outdoors however
our Sloe Gin is equally at home topped up with sparkling
wine, bitter lemon or quality tonic

Bloom Strawberry Cup

A clear, rich red in colour with a delicious strawberry
aroma. On the palette a jammy taste from the juicy
strawberries opens up to allow the softness of Bloom Gin
to come through. Produced in exceptionally small batches
to ensure quality, it was created by one of the first female
Master Distillers in the World, Joanne Moore

Edinburgh Gin Elderflower

Edinburgh Gin’ Elderflower Liqueur is distilled using the best
native ingredients, sourced from the rural landscapes that
surround Edinburgh. Subtle and yet complex, this floral
liqueur is made with freshly picked elder flowers that marry
beautifully with Edinburgh Gin’s traditional botanicals

Zuidam Korenwijn

Four times distilled with a range of botanicals including
juniper, liquorice root and aniseed to name just a few,
Zuidam Korenwijn is then aged for a minimum of twelve
months in oak casks. The end result is an enjoyably sweet,
fudge-y and subtly floral gin

Persie Citrus

A bright and zesty gin full of citrus notes and light botanicals, including oranges leaves, lime sweets, kaffir leaves
and lemongrass hints. Both a delight for the nose and the
light on the palate

Zuidam Genever

A special recipe created by Patrick van Zuidam himself,
with a mash composed of equal parts rye, corn and
malted barley which is distilled three times after fermentation, according to ancient traditions and craftsmanship.
Thus resulting in a characteristic mild flavour that is smooth
with a hint of heat to finish, compiled with juniper, liquorice
and many aromatic herbs and spices

Bloom Jasmine & Rose

Bloom Jasmine & Rose was created by master distiller
Joanne Moore using naturally extracted flower
botanicals, making it the ideal tipple of choice for an
English summer day. It was bottled at 40% ABV with no
artificial flavourings, and it comes presented in the same
bottle as the original Bloom gin, only the colour palette
reflects the floral flavours of the gin.

Beefeater London Pink

Beefeater Pink is the vibrant new strawberry gin from
Beefeater London. The soft fruit flavours of strawberry
tune perfectly with classic notes of juniper and citrus to
produce a finely balanced contemporary London gin
with a hit of sweet strawberry

Martin Miller

Martin Miller's Original Gin, is pot distilled using two
separate distillations. This imparts a unique balance of
citrus and juniper. Blended to a bottling strength of 40%
ABV using Icelandic Spring Water

BRONZE RANGE GIN PRICES
Single 25ml £3.40

Double 50ml £4.90
MIXER RANGE PRICES
Schweppes tonic water £1.90
Double Dutch tonic water £2.00
Fever Tree tonic water £2.10

